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INTRODUCTION 

Within the Resource Planning and Management Services Branch of the Department 

of Renewable Resources, the Wildlife Division is responsible for the management 

of Yukon's wildlife resources. Essential in the process of management decision 

making at a species level, is baseline data which describes approximate total 

number of animals, distribution, sex ratios and recruitment information. 

In 1973, a Yukon wide wildlife inventory process was initiated. During the 

early years of this program attempts were made to complete meaningful surveys 

of all large game during two field sessions; the first, a summer survey with 

emphasis on sheep, goat, bears and caribou, and the second in late winter, 

directed at moose, caribou and wolves. This approach was found to be somewhat 

ineffective in many respects, and with gained experience and improved inventory 

techniques, new methods were adopted. At present, sheep and goats are inven

toried concurrently, during which incidental sightings of other wildlife are 

recorded. 

Considering the absence of mountain goats in outfitting area # 8, this report -

addresses inventory efforts which were solely directed at sheep. 

In terms of sheep management, the completion of this initial Yukon wide inven

tory remains priority number one. 

Sheep inventory is normally conducted on an outfitter area basis since non

resident hunters take the majority of the sheep harvest and our historical 

data has been collected by outfitter area. Our present reporting system and 

game management subzone designation of kill locations, allows for easy insertion 

of resident hunter information into this system. 
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Upon completion of the 1981 field work, ]5 of the 21 outfitter areas or 70% 

of Yukon sheep range have been inventoried. It is anticipated that the in

ventory process will be completed by 1984. (Fig. 1). 
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OBJECTIVES 

Outfitting area 8 was inventoried with the following objectives in mind: 

- To determine distribution of sheep 

- To estimate abundance of sheep within each Game Management Subzone (G.M.S.) 

- To determine productivity of sheep populations by assessing ratios of lambs 

to ewes and ram cohorts 

- To estimate sustained yield available to hunters under present trophy manage

ment strategies 

- To try and locate and record high use areas such as winter range, mineral licks 

and migration routes. 

- To record the distribution of dark coloured (Fannin) sheep 

- To record and map observations of other wildlife in the area 

STUDY AREA 

The study area is located in the central Yukon, just north and west of the 

town of Faro, east of the McArthur Game Preserve and south of the Hess River 

(Fig. #2). It includes G.M.S. 4-10,4-11,4-17,4-18,4-19, 4-27,4-41 and 

4-43 and has an approximate surface area of 11,100 sq/km, of which about 

900 sq/km is alpine terrain which was intensively searched for sheep during 

our surveys. This outfitting area is presently registered to Art Mintz. 

In conjunction with a study of the Mount Mye sheep population, the remainder 

of the Anvil Range which lies outside and to the east of the study area was 

also surveyed. Relevant information from this adjoining area is discussed. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 

July was chosen as the most appropriate time to conduct these surveys in 

order to avoid disturbance during the critical la~bing period as well as 

allowing for adequate snow melt in the alpine such that the animals can be 

more easily located. It is important to complete the work before August 1, 

in order that legitimate hunting activities are not disrupted. 

The aircraft used was a Hiller 12-E helicopter with highlift blades, as it 

was found to be highly suited to our needs. The helicopter was piloted by 

Kerry Guenter who has extensive mountain flying experience in the Hiller 12-E. 

Our base camp consisted of a truck and camper unit at Faro, where daily flights 

were initiated. In order to reduce ferry time, two fuel caches were set out 

by a fixed wing aircraft. 

Prior to this inventory process, a meeting was he-ld with the local outfitter, 

Art Mintz, during which maps were reviewed, approximate numbers of sheep and 

their centers of habitation were discu~sed, and high use areas such as licks 

and winter range location~ were suggested by the outfitter, 

Survey method consisted of complete alpine coverage, as described by Hoefs 

and Nette (1980). 

As in previous years the sheep observed were classified into broad groups, 

ie. "ewes" (which include one and two year old rams that are indisti'nguishable 
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from mature females without undue harrassment); lambs of the year, and 

rams. When possible, rams were approached at close range, so that they 

could be classified into the following broad categories: 

a. 4/4 or full curl - which have horns that extend up through an imaginary 

line from the eye to the center of the nostril. 

b. 3/4 curl - larger than 1/2 curl but have not yet attained full .curl. 

c. 1/2 curl - includes all young rams which have horns less than approximately 

2700in curl diameter~ (Upon inspection of large ram bands, in order to 

avoid serious harrassment, it is often necessary to record all 4/4 and 

3/4 curl animals and simply record the remainder of the band as being 1/2 

curls. These groups may include a few ewes). 

Under current sport hunting regulations, only the harvest of 'full curl' rams 

is permitted. 

Notes were taken on ctilor of sheep, to delineate the distribution within the 

study area of Stone, Fannin and Dall types. 

Flight reports were completed each day on a G. M. S. basis, (appendix A). The 

observation. numbers on these flight reports indicate separate observations 

within the specified G. M. S., the exact location being marked on attached maps 

of original (confidential) report copies only. 
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RESULTS 

Distribution of Sheep in Outfitting District #B 

Typical sheep habitat (alpine) makes up only a small portion (approximately B%) 

of the total area of outfitting area #B. The available sheep range is divided 

by vast areas of unsuitable lowlands which separate the observed animals into 

four somewhat discrete centers of population: 

1. The Russell Range (within G.M.S. 4-27), 

2. Dromedary Mountain (G.M.S. 4-11), 

3. Mount Menzie and Twopete Mountain (G.M.S. 4-17 and 4-41), and 

4. Rose Mountain (G.M.S. 4~43) 

G.M.S. 4-1B and 4-19 do not have adequate amounts of alpine habitat available 

to sustain sheep populations. The Kalzas Range and Clarke Hills of G .. M.S .. 4-11 

appear suitable for sheep, however, the usual trails along alpine ridges which 

indicate use by sheep, were not observed. These areas may be lacking adequate 

winter range which could be determined only by winter surveys. 

The distribution of colored or IIFannin" sheep may be summar; zed as follows: 

1. Russell Range - Dall (white) sheep type with the occasional animal showing 

light grey color across it's back. 
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2. Dromedary Mountain - Fannin type. Great variation among animals, most 

very dark with white rumps, necks and backs of legs, through to the 

occasional light brown saddle back type. 

·3. Mount Menzie and Twopete Mountain - Fannin type, with some very dark in

dividuals (Stone) as well as the occasional light colored animal that 

could be classed as Dall. 

4. Rose Mountain - Most Animals Dall type, however about 20% would be classed 

Fannin. 
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Abundance of Sheep in Outfitting Area # 8 

The following table indicates observed and estimated numbers of sheep 

on a Game Management Subzone basis: 

Table # 1. 

G. M. S. 

4-10 

4-11 

4-17 

4-18 

4-19 

4-27 

4-41 

TOTAL 

% TOTAL 

Rams 

0 

36 

5 

0 

0 

15 

6 

62 

:·28% 

Nursery 

0 

45 

0 

0 

0 

35 

33 

132 

60% 

Lambs 

0 

14 

0 

0 

0 

1 

5 

25 

12% 

Tota 1 Sheep' 

0 

95 

5 

0 

0 

51 

44 

219 

100% 

Es t;mated* 
Total Sheep 

0 

110 

5 

0 

0 

75 

55 

275* 

* Determined by a consideration of observed sex and age ratios, and search intensity 

as dictated by weather conditions, and roughness of terrain. 
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In all likelihood there is interchange of sheep between G. M. s. 4-41,4-43, 

4-44, 4-46 and 4-45. Therefore, there ~ay well be significant fluctuation-- in 

the number of sheep in this corner of outfitting area #8, on a seasonal basis 

or simply by different distributions at'any given time. However, for manage

ment purposes at this time, it is reasonable to assume that the proportions we 

found are representativeot the usual summer-early fall distribution patterns. 

Sheep Population Structure in Outfitting District #8 

When looking at population structure it is necessary to consider the arrange

ment of suitable habitat together with the composition of bands observed, and 

temporarily ignore G. M. S. boundaries. This has been done by lumping data in 

the case of G.M.S. 4-17 and 4-41, and again in the Rose Mountain area where 

G.M.S. 4-43 and 4-44 (which is outside outfitting area #8) have been combined. 

TABLE 2. 

G.M.S. 

4-11 

4-27 

4-43 & 4-44 

4-41 & 4-17 

Male:Ewe 

80: 100 

43: 100 

26: 100 

33: 100 

lamb:Ewe 

31: 100 

3:100 

26: 100 

15: 100 

Within G.M.S. 4-27 the total number of sheep observed was 51, which only in

cluded 1 lamb. This very low number could be attributed to: (1) a near com

plete lamb crop failure or (2) simply that our surveys missed the main nursery 
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band which may not have been in the alpine at the time of our search, but 

down in the timber at or enroute to a mineral lick. 

Conservation Officer, Jerry Michalski, of Ross River hunted sheep in this 

area during the hunting season that followed. After his hunt he was contacted 

and asked about his nursery band observations. He indicated that he had seen 

approximately 35 - 40 animals which included at least 10 lambs. 

This observation gives further support to the likelihood that we missed the 

main nursery band during our one survey of the area. 

The high percentage of rams and lambs observed in G.M.S. 4-11 may in part be 

attributed to the presence of a number of -ewes' which may have been lumped 

into the ~ curl. (youn-g ram) category, thus affecting both ram and -lamb ratios, 

The ram band referred to,was located in a spot which did not lend itself well 

to spotting scope observations from a distance,nor further pursuit by heli

copter without undue harrassment. 
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Composition of Ram Bands in Outfitting District # 8 

The following table cl~ssifies the rams found in each G.M.S. into the three 

categories: 

TABLE 3. 

Total rams 
G.M.S. 1/2 curl 3/4 curl 4/4 curl Observed "J 

4-11 22 5 9 36 

4-17 4 0 5 

4-27 3 10 2 15 

4-41 2 2 2 6 

4-43 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 28 21 13 62 

% Total (45%) (34%) (21%) 

Sheep Harvest in Outfitting District #8 and Recommendations for Management 

Thirty-three rams have been taken from this area during the past eight years 

of which 26 or 79% has been by non-resident hunters. The low resident take 

from this area can be attributed to it's inaccessability (high outlay of 

money and effort required for a resident to hunt sheep in the few somewhat 

accessab1e locations). The average age of rams taken by non-residents 'was 

8.3 years whereas those taken by resident hunters average only 6.4 years! 
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If it were assumed that the population structure of sheep from this area is 

similar to that of K1uane Park (Hoefs, 1979), the nursery sheep t132) of 

this population could be expected to produce about 6, 9 to 10 year old rams 

(full curl in K1uane area). The 132 nursery sheep observed, most likely 

represents an actual number of about 150 animals, which, when applying the 

same formula, should produce about 7.5 mature rams. As well, indications 

from the 1981 harvest (when the full curl rule applied to all sport hunters), 

are that rams of this area obtain full curl at an earlier age than those of 

the K1uane area. In conclusion, I believe that it would be safe to assume 

that (given stable populatin numbers) this area could sustain an annual harvest 

of 8 full curl rams. The present level of harvest (averaging 4 per year) 

falls well within the expected yield level of the area and further ensures 

the availability of good quality trophies. 

This area will have to be watched carefully in the future, in that if road 

access is increased, resident hunting pressure can also be expected to increase. 

If this were to occur, harvest allocation strategies such as quotas, permit 

hunts or season closures would have to be considered in order to maintain 

population structures and quality of hunt. 

At this time, placing a harvest ceiling of 6 rams on the local outfitter, 

should provide adequate management safeguards. 



TABLE 4. Sheep Harvest in Outfitting Atea" 8 

Y ar Age e 
~ Sub Average~ge 

4.5 5.5 6~5 7.5 8,5 9 ... 5 10.5 11 .5 12,5 13,5 Total Total Nt Res/Res 
N.Res 1 1 2 1 0 Y.,i 

1981 ] 

Res 2 2 6.5 

N.Res 1 1 8.5 
1980 2 

Res 1 1 4.5 

N.Res 1 1 1 3 10,2 
- 1979 4 

5,5 

. 

Res 1 1 

N.Res 1 2 3 
1978 3 

Res 0. 

N.Res 1 1 2 
1977 2 

Res 0 

N.Res 2 2 
1976 5 

Res 1 2 3 

N.Res 1 1 1 2 5 
1975 5 

Res 0 

N.Res 1 3 1 5 
1974 5 

Res 0. 

Aver~ge Total Harvest = 4,0 sheep/year 

Non-resident Average Harvest = 3.2 rams, at an average age of 8.3 years 

Resident Average Harvest = 0.8 rams, at an average of 6.4 years 

8,2 

... 

8,5 

"'" 

8,5 

].2 

7,3 

-
6,] 

-
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Costs of Sheep Survey in Outfitter Area #8 

Total aircraft costs {Hiller 12-E helicQpter at contract 

rates of $230/hour 

Aircraft fuel costs 

Fuel placement 

Vehicle expenses (1200 mi. @ 30t/mile) 

Accommodation (V.T.G. camper unit and tents) 

Food and camp supplies 

Personal travel expenses at crew 

Technical assistance (field and write up = 1 month) 

$3,000 

600 

500 

360 

290 

250 

1,000 

$6,000 
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Observation of Other Wildlife Species 

Map 
Date observed Species & Sex General Location Coordinates 

81-07-16 7 caribou including Mt. Armstrong NF9710 
1 calf, (no mature 
bulls) 

81-07-16 8 caribou including Mt. Armstrong NF9402 
3 calves 

81-07-16 8 caribou including Mt. Armstrong NF8314 
2 calves 

81-07-16 5 caribou including Mt. Armstrong NF8111 
2 calves 

81-07-15 3 adult caribou North of Mt. Mye PE0233 
South of lay River 

81-07-15 5 adult caribou incl. North of Mt. Mye PE0334 
1 mature bull South of lay River 

81-07-15 1 gyrfalcon North of Mt, Mye NE9838 
South of lay River 

81-07-15 -possible gyrfalcon North of Mt. Mye NE9729 
-golden eagles nest South of Tay Ri ver· 
nearby 
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SHEEP SURVEY 

WEATHER/TEMP.: At Faro - 1015 hours 

28o
C/5% hi'gh overcast/' tght wi'Ods 

, I LOT /MACH I NE: . Kerry Guenther NAVIGATOR: DATE: TIMEOUT: 
Hiller - 12E Ton~ Ne~te 81 ~07~·16 

OBSE VER : FLYING TIME: TIME IN: 
:OMPANY: Phtlltp Merchant ,6 hour 

GMS • . 4~43 SURVEY AREA: Rose Mtdn, West (15mt1es west of Parol 

OBS. H EWES LAMBS RAMS TOTAL COMMENTS 
TOTAL 2/Lt 3/Lt Lt/Lt 

1 17 5 ?? h nf th.:aC;:oQ ~nim~ls could be 

classed l1'anni'n* type t The 

rema i'nder were more tVDi'ca1 

of the ~Dal1'" classification, 

2 2- 2 one 'may be a y{)ung ram 

TOTAL 19 5 ....... , 
24 

Due tI the ~ ; 7P ( If thp,p h 1111ff, IthQV \, bY'Q o~ 

." ., r ". 

in tWI contour,.f~ ights~ 

i 

! 
! 

-

~~ 

...... ~-~~- ~ ~-

, 
-- ~.,-

.. ~ ,--- ----~-l --. --r -3-:~ --" ~-~ ---~ ~ .... _. _ ~_J _ .......... -....-.- __ ~ ._~ -

] r--=J-:J_ 
.. - 0 __ - .--- J... .- - ~ . ~ ~"-".'. -~"-
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SHEEP SURVEY 

JEA'I nc.R/1EMP. : 
At Faro - 1015 hours 

o 28 C/5% high overc_astJwi nds calm 
I LOT /MACH I NE: . Kerry Guenther NAVIGATOR: DATE! TIMEOUT: 

Hiller - l2E Tony Nette Bl~D,7~]& 
OBSERVERS: FLYING TIME: TIME IN: 

)MPANY: y'uk9n Ai rways 
" 

Philli'p Merchant 3.5 
GMS .. 

JRVEY AREA: 4-.2] 
Mt. Armstrong 

)BS. H EW,ES 'LAMBS . RAMS TOTAL COMMENTS 
TOTAL 2/lf 3/~ ~/lf 

1 .7 _r:n Y'jf1n..LL-:i:ncl~-Gne . cal f 
2 8 2 5 1 8 All white in color COall type ) 

3 ~ 

I 8 caribou i ncl.3 calves .... 
~ 

II Ismall amount of grey color 
4 9 9 ina 11 ani mal c; --
- 6 

, 
6 ·Whi-te in color 

6 Covered his area 10 P%. No sleepob erved howevet trails found on ridae toos 

7 2 2 One JJ_ossiblv a vouno ram .. 

8 3 . , : '~ 3 1 " 1 1 :6 3 .had some grey color .. ,- -, ', . ! 

9 8 caribou i ncl . 2 calves 
l, 

10 ' 5 caribou incl. 2 calves 
., ,. 

11 15 " 
1 --, , 3 .. 3 19 4 animals had some grey color· 

12 1 1 White 
., 

1." ; • 
". 

" 
13 Trai 1 s -'or all 'ridges but no~s eep· 10 ated'''; 

.-
"' \. ., . 

TOTAL 35 1 15 3 10 2 51 

-.~~----

I--___ =~_--====-.---l=---~,~=---
.- --------,--

-~-~ --r ----r I -- -- '- 'w .. -----1 -r--------. - ... ---1 --l---r--- __ __ J _ - ~ - ~-- .. -J __ __ ____ _ 
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SHEEP SURVEY 

IEA)n~R/TEMP.: At Faro 1015 hours 
31 oC/c1ear skies/wi-nds - zero to ltght 

ILOT /MACH I NE:' . 'Kerry Guenther NAVIGATOR: DATE! TIMEOUT: 
Hiller - 12E Tony Nette 81""'07",,15 11Q.0 

OBSERVERS: FLYING T1ME: TIME IN: 
)MPANY: Yukon Airways Ltd, Phtl1;p Merchant 

2.5 hours 
GMS. 

JRVEY AREA: Northwest AnYi'l Creek - south & east of Tay Riyer 4 ... 41 

TOTAL 
RAMS 

2/4 3/~ 4/4 
COMMENTS EWES .1 LAMBS )BS. # 

1 0. I Ar-.ea 'a 1 ona Anvi'l r:rppk and un 
. - , 

to 50-QO ft, searched intens ;-VE 

I as outfi,tter tnd1cated lick tr 

I thi s area,' Many heavy trails 

I but ru!act 10cati'on of ltck no' 
- -

d; scovered, Area mar be use8 

as wi·nter range as well, 

2 14 _. ! 
.. 14 Mos t-anima 1 s about 1/2 dark j1 

co lor a 1 though~ tw'O were very 
. ~qrK 1!IIStone H

; 1:01 or and anothe' 

two were true ·"1Ja11 It:- whtte, '''j 

3 • Three aault caribou ... -- ... , 

4 5 adul t caribou tncl •. l bull 

5 Possible winter rang ~ ~ tra;lp tnto I rush. c nd al01 ~ creek ~ 

6 8 1 9 1 .gyrfa1con observed tn area .. 

7 Possible girfalcon a ~rie on s puth fa tng c iff un< er oyer ang, one lq,fge wash that 
I .. ,. .... 

UppCUI .;) LU ue ~u I Jt:II. ecfg Ie > nes (.. ~~rDy 

-~ 1--. 

'~-1- --- -12 I L~ _________________ 9 3 
- ---r- .-

9 _lQs_~Jb~~ wi nter _C<Lng ~_Meg~ __ -- ---T----~( -------.--~,..... ~ ~ - ~ -..-----

10 2 1 -_. -- ___ -_J.J --Fannin co1ored -Sheep- -- --~.. . ~ -~ - ~-- -.-~ -... 

11 2 2 2 _."- --- ~ - '- - - ~--~ .-.- - ~ -- . - . -2 -'- - i -
4 

- -_ ] 2 --.. - ---

A -- ". ,.... t"\ " I 1111 
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SHEEP SURVEY 

JEATHER/TEMP.: At Far~ - 1015 hours 

31°C/clear skies/winds ~ zero to lig~t 

IlOT /MACH I NE:·. Kerry Guenther 
Hiller - 12E 

.~ NAV I GATOR: 
~ Tony Nette . 

------------------1 OBSERVERS: 

:lMPANY: Yukon Airways Ltd~ Phi'l1 i'p M~rchant 

JRVEY hREA: South of Earn Lake - northwest of lay R;'ver 

JBS. # E.WES. . LAMBS RAMS 
TOTAL 2/4 3/4 4/4 

FLYING TIME: 

;8 hour 

TOTAL 

.TIMEOUT: 

TIME IN: 

GMS. 

COMMENTS 

1 5 4 .5 I 1 J.2 dark i'n color nrVannill 

was Sl ri1ey-ed Ii'"' con~ .-

I junctior with 4-41, The no"'thern orti.ol i ncl UI i\m~ 

Mt. Men~ ie was coveiY'ed on th;) retur tri'p from tI e 

Dromeda'y- Mt .. area pn July 1 Jth. 

TOTAL 0 ., 0 5 1 4 . " ,':.-,,.. i , -.5 I 
i I 

; 

: 
.~. 

! . . 
j 

~ 

type, 

,--

il 

t. 
H 

r ., 
... 
; 

" 

" , 

.- ",; 

:' 

1; 
!: 
:., 
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SHEEP SURVEY 

'EATHtR/T EMP. : At Faro 1015 hours , 
31 oC/25% high overcast/winds ~ zero to light 

NAVIGATOR: LOT/MACHINE: Kerry Guenther 
. Hiller - 12E Tony Nette 

------.-----------t OBSERVERS: 

IMPANY: Yukon Airways Ltd. Phtlltp Merc~ant 

DATE! 
Rl .... n7 .... 1 " 

FLYING TIME: 
1,0 

IRVEY AREA: 
Area north and west of Earn Lake", south of MacMi'11an Rt-ver 

ISS. # EWES.. . LAMBS RAMS TOTAL 
TOTAL 2/~ 3/~ ~/4 

TIMEOUT: 

T I ME IN: 

GMS. 

COMMENTS 

1 Possible winter rang[e area ... ~ell us ~d tra 1 belO\ treeli ~e near south fact-ng bluffs, .' 

2 45 14 4 3 1 I 63 Mqjorl'ty Panntn type in color 

I with a few whtte antmals, 

NOTE: II area of observation 112, mi"~erql Ixplora ion dri 1 rig being set up,; a fly 

c mp set up J ust at tr ~el tne; thi's 11JOlJnta n ts rna "ked from one end to the other 

w th stakes a nd marker tape, ., 

3 '., 32 19 4 9. 32 Fqnni,n type ,1 n color 
I I 1 

~ ~ II 

4 Sheep tr ils on the ridges of this 'm buntai but n( anima 1 observed-'l . 
,. 

,. 

.. 

TOTAL 45 14 36 22 5 9. 95 










